LADDER FOR VAULTS & MANHOLES

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

1/8" MILD STEEL ROD 12-3/8" LONG

12 FT. (NORMAL)

LADDER MOUNTING FOR VAULTS FRONT VIEW

5/8" X 21" ROD. THEADED BOTH ENDS. 2 NUTS & 2 WASHERS REQUIRED.

1/2" KOHLER INSERT

1/2" X 6" EYE BOLT (1" EYE)

FLAT BAR 1-1/2" X 3/8"

RUNG

TYP.

NOTES:
1. LADDER AND SUPPORTING HARDWARE TO BE MILD STEEL, GALVANIZED AFTER FABRICATION.
2. STANDARD LADDER LENGTH 12FT.; OTHER LENGTHS AVAILABLE IN 1 FT. INCREMENTS.
3. SEE DRAWING UGS-240.1 AND 240.2 FOR LADDER INSTALLATION DETAILS.

APPROVED SUPPLIER: ALHAMBRA FOUNDRY, LTD.